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Animal Diversity Web - Pied bill grebe 

 

  

September 21, 2011 

 

Here is a link to the bird we will discuss tonight 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1XAFo_uVgk  

 

MVK:   
We will discuss the Glebe but we can have fun too! LOL  

 

MVK:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdxxZgxWPt8  

 

Comment: 
Oh my, how beautiful that was.  

 

Comment: 
Beautiful birds, they can even walk on water!!  

 

Comment: 
So cool how they walk on water!  

 

Comment: 
What an interesting bird and dance!  

 

Comment: 
Hi MVK...Neat bird...quite the courtship.  

 

MVK:  
There are 22 species of the grebe - so not all are the beautiful black and white ones in the videos. 

They are the Clark's grebe.  

 

MVK:  
The BBC does some beautiful animal documentaries - they also do the Lily and Hope Black Bear 

series.  

 

Comment: 
Where are they found (besides Oregon!)?  

 

MVK:  
Well it isn't letting me save the range map.  

 

Critter Class 

Grebe 

 
 

http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/resources/cal_vorn/piedbillgrebe3.jpg/view.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1XAFo_uVgk%20
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdxxZgxWPt8%20
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MVK:  
A grebe ( /ˈɡriːb/) is a member of the Podicipediformes order, a widely distributed order of 

freshwater diving birds, some of which visit the sea when migrating and in winter. This 

order contains only a single family, the Podicipedidae, containing 22 species in 6 extant 

genera. 

Per Wikipedia  

 

MVK:  
Becky - there are many different types of grebes. The pied bill grebe is found pretty much in all 

the US  

 

Comment: 
Beautiful and graceful birds! I've never senn one before. Anxious to learn!  

 

MVK:  
Grebes are small to medium-large in size, have lobed toes, and are excellent swimmers and 

divers. However, although they can run for a short distance, they are prone to falling 

over, since they have their feet placed far back on the body. 

Per Wikipedia  

 

Comment: 
They dance very well together  

 

MVK:  
For pronunciation - http://www.merriam-webster.com/cgi-bin/audio.pl?grebe001.wav=grebe  

 

Comment: 
Hi MVK! That was some fancy dance! How do you pronounce that bird's name? Silent "e" on 

the end or not?  

 

Comment: 
Hey MVK!!!! What a wonderful video!!!!! Funny funny beautiful birds. See, without you, we 

would have never known what you just taught us!!!! Thanks!!!  

 

Comment: 
Awesome video of clarks grebe!!They definitely would win dancing with the stars!!!Such, poise, 

timing,elegance and gracefulness, funny to, they didn't miss a beat!!  

 

Comment: 
They sure are beautiful birds ...  

 

Comment: 
Good evening MVK, so nice to spend some time with you tonight. The Clark's Grebe is lovely to 

watch.  

 

 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/cgi-bin/audio.pl?grebe001.wav=grebe%20
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Comment: 
You won't believe it....I live on Grebe Lane. We mostly see Pied-Billed Grebes here and they are 

so cute.. chicken-like and dive as soon as you bring your binoculars up to your face  

 

MVK:  
The Pied-billed Grebe is small, stocky, and short-necked. It is 31–38 centimeters (12–15 in) in 

length, it has a wingspan of 45–62 cm (18–24 in) and weighs 253–568 grams (8.9–20.0 

oz).[2] It is usually brown or gray in color. It has a short, blunt chicken-like bill, which in 

summer is encircled by a broad black band (hence the name). It is the only grebe that 

does not show a white wing patch in flight. The sexes are monomorphic (meaning no 

sexual dimorphism). 

 

Per Wikipedia  

 
 

Comment: 
Hi MVK - What a romantic courtship these birds have! If something happens to one, will they 

mate with another?  

 

MVK:  
As with other grebes, the nest of this species is a floating platform, and the parents share the 

duties of nest-building, incubation, and care of the young. 

Per Cornell Lab of Ornithology  

 

MVK:  
The Pied-billed Grebe has the widest distribution in the Americas of any grebe, breeding from 

northern Canada through the West Indies and Central America to southern South 

America. It is a common denizen of freshwater marshes, lakes, and sluggish rivers, and, 

in winter, brackish estuaries. Its brown plumage and short, high, arched bill distinguish it 

from other common North American grebes, especially in the breeding season, when the 

http://www.coveritlive.com/
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bill is bluish white with a vertical black bar. Usually nesting in emergent vegetation, this 

secretive grebe has a far-reaching caow caow caow call that can often be heard before the 

caller is seen. 

Per Cornell Lab of Ornithology  

 

Comment: 
Hi again, forgot to say that I love the grebe's little top hat.  

 

Comment: 
Wow! I wish I could dance like that!! Really beautiful bird, love the red eyes, wonder why they 

are red??  

 

Comment: 
Recap of the video: The Grebe is monogamous and every once in a while the female will "test" 

her mate. He is responsible to "do the dance", meaning he must mimic her every move. 

Did I decipher that correctly?  

 

MVK:  
Yes you did.  

 

Comment: 
Hi, MVK! Grebes! They're new to me (except for having heard the name before). LOVE their 

hair-do ;) Watching the courtship video was like watching a ballet!  

 

Comment: 
What part of Oregon are there?  

 

MVK:  
Jump to: navigation, search 

Clark's Grebe 

 

Nonbreeding plumage 

Conservation status 

 

Least Concern (IUCN 3.1)[1] 

Scientific classification 

Kingdom: Animalia 

Phylum: Chordata 

Class: Aves 

Order: Podicipediformes 

Family: Podicipedidae 

Genus: Aechmophorus 

Species: A. clarkii 

Binomial name 

Aechmophorus clarkii 

(Lawrence, 1858) 
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Clark's Grebe (Aechmophorus clarkii) is a North American species in the grebe family. Until the 

1980s, it was thought to be a pale morph of the Western Grebe, which it resembles in 

size, range, and behavior. Intermediates between the two species are known. 

 

The "Clark" of its common name—and its specific epithet "clarkii"—honor John Henry Clark, a 

19th-century American surveyor who was also a naturalist and collector.[2] The genus 

name Aechmophorus comes from the Ancient Greek words "aichme", meaning spear, and 

"phoros", meaning someone who bears things around; it refers to the bird's long, 

daggerlike beak. 

 

This species nests on large inland lakes in western North America and migrates to the Pacific 

coast in winter. It maintains local populations year-round in California, Nevada, Arizona-

(the Lower Colorado River Valley), and central Mexico. It feeds by diving for carp, 

herring, mollusks, crabs, and salamanders. 

 

Comment: 
Red eyes. That is weird looking and wearing a "hat"  

 

Comment: 
Loved the little spiky hairdo!  

 

Comment: 
The grebe swims kind of low in the water, like a loon or what's that other one-- a cormorant?  

 

MVK:  
Yes - the cormorant.  

 

Comment: 
Hi MVK - At last, a bird I recognise from over here! they live on our northern lakes and lochs of 

Scotland - amazing courtship!  

 

MVK:  
Yes - there are 22 species of grebes and some are not as pretty as the black and white of the 

Clark's - however each is beautiful in it's own way.  

 

Comment: 
They perform like ballet dancers! Are their eyes always red?  

 

MVK:  
Clark's Grebe is black-and-white and has long slender neck. It ranges in size from 22–29 inches 

(56–74 cm). Among its distinguishing features is its bill, which is slightly upturned and 

bright yellow, whereas the Western Grebe's bill is straight and greenish-yellow. It shows 

white around its eyes, whereas black appears around the eyes of the Western Grebe. The 

downy young are white, not gray. 

Per Wikipedia  
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Comment: 
Ooo, found video of a pied billed grebe vocalizing (very different looking from the Clark's 

Grebe): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVPAXlH7vHw  

 

 

 
 

Western Grebe and young 

 

MVK:  
Birders visiting open, marshy lakes and bays in the western United States can easily be stumped 

by Clark's grebes and western grebes. Once considered the same species, these two 

distinct birds are nearly identical and the unique characteristics each has are subtle. Since 

the species are also relatively uncommon in many areas, chances for extended 

observation are minimal, making identifying these grebes particularly challenging. By 

understanding the differences between the two species, however, birders can learn to 

recognize both Clark's and western grebes. 

Per birding.about.com  

 

MVK:  
Ways to tell Western grebe from Clark's grebe 

Face: Both species have a white face with a prominent black cap, but on Clark's grebes the eye is 

surrounded by white while on western grebes the eye is surrounded by black or dark gray. 

In winter, however, the gray on western grebes can become much lighter, so careful 

observation is necessary. 

Per birding.about.com  

 

MVK:  
Bill: The bill is one of the best distinguishing characteristics of these similar birds. The Clark's 

grebe has a bright yellow or orange-yellow bill, while the western grebe's bill is much 

darker and has a strong olive or gray tinge. Because of its coloration, a western grebe's 

bill may appear narrower. 

per birding.about.com 

 

Comment: 
Beautiful birds and love the synchronized dancing. Do all grebes have eyes that red!  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVPAXlH7vHw%20
http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/resources/h_c_kyllingstad/WesternGrebeandyoung.jpg/view.html
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MVK:  
Western and Clark's for sure - not sure of the others.  

 

Comment: 
Good evening MVK & Sophie Rose. Interesting bird and mating dance. Wonderful syncronicity. 

These birds are found all over the world with the largest diversity in North & South 

America. There are none in Antarctica. Buddy's new abode is splendid!!!!  

 

Comment: 
Beautiful bird, MVK. . . . is it the Ed Clark's Grebe??? LOL!  

 

MVK:  
Ha Ha - got the answer for that one - The "Clark" of its common name—and its specific epithet 

"clarkii"—honor John Henry Clark, a 19th-century American surveyor who was also a 

naturalist and collector.[2] The genus name Aechmophorus comes from the Ancient 

Greek words "aichme", meaning spear, and "phoros", meaning someone who bears things 

around; it refers to the bird's long, daggerlike beak. 

Per Wikipedia  

 

Comment: 
I haven't scrolled all the way back so not sure if this is posted yet , but Wikipedia has a great pic 

of the Clarks Grebe , a family of them with 2 young on one of the parents back . Too cute 

! Wasn't it a pic of loons that we saw that done? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clark's_Grebe  

 

Comment: 
Maybe they have "night cam eyes" so that they can see food on the bottom, underwater. :)  

 

Comment: 
Wow, MariaD - the pied billed is extremely different. Sometimes I can't understand how such 

different birds could be the same species.  

 

Comment: 
Pied bill grebes look so different than clark's grebes - wouldn't know they were even in the same 

family. Here’s another video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60nM9x2h22w&feature=related  

 

MVK:  
There are also studies that show the grebe to be related to the flamingo. Talk about different!  

 

Comment: 
Oops - I think the Grebe part is "family" maybe and not "species"? I never quite got the 

genus/species/family/etc stuff down pat.  

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clark's_Grebe
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60nM9x2h22w&feature=related%20
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MVK:  
Kingdom: Animalia 

Phylum: Chordata 

Class: Aves 

Order: Podicipediformes 

Family: Podicipedidae 

Genus: Aechmophorus 

Species: A. clarkii 

 

MVK:  
Here is a video of the great crested grebe 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kir_io89JrA&feature=related  

 

MVK:  
I found videos of the Western grebe, Great crested and Clark's - none on the others - so maybe 

these are the only ones.  

 

Comment: 
I guess the Clark's Grebe must have been named after Clark of the Lewis and Clark explorers 

when they went west.  

 

MVK:  
The "Clark" of its common name—and its specific epithet "clarkii"—honor John Henry Clark, a 

19th-century American surveyor who was also a naturalist and collector.[2] The genus 

name Aechmophorus comes from the Ancient Greek words "aichme", meaning spear, and 

"phoros", meaning someone who bears things around; it refers to the bird's long, 

daggerlike beak. 

Per Wikipedia  

 

Comment: 
That little pied bill is so cute! But...related to the flamingo....Really!  

 

MVK:  
Pied Bill Info Clutch Size 

3–10 eggs 

Egg Description 

Bluish white. 

Condition at Hatching 

Downy and active; can leave nest within one day, but usually stay on nest platform. 

per Cornell Lab of Ornithology  

 

MVK:  
[edit] Relationship with flamingos 

Many molecular and morphological studies support a relationship between grebes and 

flamingos.Recent molecular studies have suggested a relation with flamingos[5][6][7] 

while morphological evidence also strongly supports a relationship between flamingos 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kir_io89JrA&feature=related
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and grebes. They hold at least eleven morphological traits in common, which are not 

found on other birds. Many of these characteristics have been previously identified on 

flamingos, but not on grebes.[8] The fossil Palaelodids can be considered evolutionarily, 

and ecologically, intermediate between flamingos and grebes.[9] 

For the grebe-flamingo clade, the taxon Mirandornithes ("miraculous birds" due to their extreme 

divergence and apomorphies) has been proposed. Alternatively, they could be placed in 

one order, with Phoenocopteriformes taking priority 

Per Wikipedia  

 

Comment: 
Grebe related to a Flamingo - Must be that 6 degrees of separation thing.  

 

Comment: 
Family: Podicipedidae Bonaparte, 1831 Genera Aechmophorus Podiceps Podilymbus 

Poliocephalus Rollandia Tachybaptus Diversity 1 Families, 6 Genera, 22 Species  

 

Comment: 
I am back from dinner. How many eggs do they lay?  

 

MVK:  
Pied Bill Info Clutch Size 

3–10 eggs 

Egg Description 

Bluish white. 

Condition at Hatching 

Downy and active; can leave nest within one day, but usually stay on nest platform. 

per Cornell Lab of Ornithology  

 

MVK:  
Here is the link for sounds of grebes - just click on the type of grebe you want to hear. 

http://www.junglewalk.com/sound/grebe-sounds.htm  

 

Comment: 
What kind of vocalizations do grebes make, are they similar to a loon's?  

 

Comment From Randy @ Wildlife Center  
For extra credit: information on the rare Western Grebe treated at the Wildlife Center earlier this 

year. http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/02/rare-visitor/  

 

Comment: 
Hi MVK , I think you and I were reading Wikipedia at the same time earlier , lol I've been 

reading back and checking links . Did anyone find/post this info that was on the link of 

Grebe calls that you posted . "Grebes are small to medium-large in size, have lobed toes, 

and are excellent swimmers and divers. However, they have their feet placed far back on 

the body, making them quite ungainly on land. They leave the water only to nest, walking 

http://www.junglewalk.com/sound/grebe-sounds.htm
http://www.wildlifecenter.org/wp/2011/02/rare-visitor/
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very short distances upright like penguins. They can run for a short distance, but often 

fall over. " Wouldn't it be funny to see them walking upright ?  

 

Comment: 
PS I read back, watched the videos even did the extra credit assignment from Randy...when do 

we get our grades? 


